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Haverford College
Conceptual Program for
a Student-Centered Campus Development

Section 1
Introduction
In November 2006, Biddison Hier, Ltd., was commissioned by Haverford College to assist in defining a
program for a student-centered campus development at the College, both to enhance opportunities for
community-building on campus as well as to respond to identified needs for additional and more
centralized student spaces.
As the primary user of such space, students would have critical information about the functioning of
existing spaces, spaces lacking, the culture of Haverford as it relates to student life and co-curricular
activities, etc. Accordingly, student views and perspectives were a key input into development of this
conceptual program. Student focus groups were conducted early in December 2006 to gather direct enduser information – 4 focus groups were held with approximately 40 students participating. Interviews were
also held with various College administrators and the Campus Planning Committee.
By the nature of interviews and focus groups, information gathered is qualitative and impressionistic.
Nonetheless, several themes surfaced with some consistency in the conduct of these meetings, and findings
and recommendations are based on an analysis and synthesis of these themes.

Section 2 of this report includes a summary of student comments about existing and needs for new
community spaces.
Section 3 presents an overview of national trends in development of campus community spaces.
Finally, Section 4 presents a recommended program for new “student-centered” community space at
Haverford College.
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Section 2
The Nature of Social Spaces at Haverford
2.1 Themes

When students were asked to describe community and social spaces at Haverford, two themes emerged:
Theme 1
While there is a variety of social space on campus, there is no high quality “central” social space
that serves as a collecting point for the Haverford community.

Students express a need and desire for a central spot where they can go to hang out between classes, to
spend a few minutes catching up with friends, etc. Currently, the primary social spaces are the Dining
Center, Lunt Café and Zubrow Commons. Each of these spaces serves well for their intended purposes,
but are problematic in trying to meet the need for a campus-wide community space, e.g.:




The Dining Center only works as a social space for students on the meal plan, since students off the
meal plan do not go there on a regular basis.
Lunt Café is a highly regarded space for informal hanging out but it is small and located on the fringe
of campus, making it feel like the province of “up-campus” residents.
Zubrow Commons is more centrally located and open 24 hours, but as an academic space, it is not
suited to social and congregational functions.

Lacking a good central community space, social life at Haverford, particularly on weekends, tends to take
place in apartments and dorms, which imparts a proprietary feel to many social events and discourages the
campus at-large from participating in them.

Theme 2
Most of the existing social spaces – and therefore many student social activities – are in basements.

Basement social life is regarded as a “hallmark” of Haverford, and not in a positive way. By their nature,
basements are short on natural light, gloomy and depressing for all but nighttime functions. Further,
because they are hard to find, basement spaces contribute to a “secretive feeling” about events, which runs
counter to expressed desires to be a campus that offers a wide range of events where all students feel
comfortable and welcomed to participate.

These two themes that characterize social spaces and the social experience of Haverford students have
several ramifications, as described on the following pages.
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Ramifications
1. It’s difficult to know what’s happening and to be aware of all the resources Haverford offers.

With spaces spread across campus, it is hard for a student not in the loop be aware of events at night and on
weekends. Clubs and organizations are not visually prominent and difficult to find. The sense is that the
campus offers many events, but few people know all that is going on.

2. Location and quality of spaces send a negative message about campus priorities.

Students feel strongly that the message is that student clubs, organizations and activity spaces are not
terribly important in the life of Haverford. When spaces given over to student activities “feel like
leftovers,” it is hard to make the case otherwise.

3. There are detrimental effects on the maturation of the Haverford student.

The College operates in three arenas that address the maturation of a Haverford student:
 Mind: Academics at Haverford provide for the student’s intellectual maturation.
 Body: Athletic activities provide the physical maturation.
 Spirit: Co-curricular / extra-curricular activities provide emotional maturation.
The first two arenas have been addressed adequately – the “mind” with Haverford’s excellent curriculum,
generally, and with the creation of high quality academic centers (e.g., the Integrated Natural Sciences
Center at Koshland); and the “body” with the new athletic space (the Gardner Center for Integrated
Athletics).
The “spirit,” however, has been neglected in the eyes of students. The emotional maturation process
involves providing opportunities and situations for students to interact with those they might not otherwise
come in contact with. “Private, safe spaces” that characterize most student spaces now make it all too easy
to avoid such interactions.

4. The community is fragmented because social spaces are scattered.

The campus is divided geographically – “down-campus” (HCA area) vs. “up-campus” (north of Founders)
with no natural community space to meet in the middle. Lacking a central hang out spot, social life tends
to happen in private spaces (apartments or residential common rooms) or in public spaces that are suboptimal for informal congregation, e.g. Dining Center or Zubrow Commons.
This makes it difficult to sustain connections, as there is no easy medium to reinforce them on a regular
basis. One can get to know a number of students at Haverford, especially during Customs Week or on a
“professional basis” through class or an organization, but taking that connection to the next, more personal
level, can be difficult. As a result, students report that it is challenging to “expand their social circles” and
it is not uncommon for them to end up hanging out mostly with their core group of friends. Juniors and
seniors, particularly those living in apartments, can easily become disconnected from the community.
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5. The diversity and richness of the Haverford experience is diminished in terms of community
engagement and expanding the social network.

Students often have 1 to 2 hour chunks of time during the day that are difficult to use productively. Such
“break times” would be ideal for casual social interactions with other members of the community. Lacking
a community space, however, they tend to go back to their rooms and hang out on the computer. Chances
for spontaneous encounters – which can lead to meeting new people and widening the social circle – are
reduced because of the lack of natural hang out spaces to foster these encounters.
Further, with student spaces spread across campus, it is not easy to participate in more than one activity in
a given block of time. If more spaces were co-located, it would be possible to stop in and out of many
events in an evening or on a weekend.

6. Opportunities for discourse are limited and, in the absence of appropriate physical space, are
migrating on-line.

“Go-Boards” are a popular on-line discussion forum now, but are problematic. They encourage virtual
isolation and can degenerate into unhealthy or unproductive dialogues that are at odds with Haverford’s
ethos of civil discourse. The sense is that technology shouldn’t be the medium for community; rather, it
should be a way to facilitate the community’s coming together (e.g., getting in touch with large groups of
people to call meetings).
The discourse needs to change from on-line to interpersonal. There should be a “student-centered” space
that provides a physical environment to replace the Go-Boards as the means of communication among
students “whether it’s a serious debate” or just providing information.
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2.2 Existing Social Spaces

The campus map below illustrates clearly the pattern of social spaces around the perimeter of the main
campus area – with very little activity in the center of campus. The nature of these spaces – the role they
play in the life of a Haverford student, the quality and issues associated with the space – is described
below, with comments and characterizations reflecting a summary and synthesis of student viewpoints.

Dining Center
Student Organization Offices
Staff Offices / Lounge
Radio Station
Band Practice

Lunt Café

Center for Peace and
Global Citizenship Café
(Stokes)

Marshall Aud
(Roberts Hall)

Gardner Integrated
Athletic Center
Gym
Weight Room
Multi-Purpose Room
Conference Rooms

Zubrow Commons
Whitehead
Campus Center

(Koshland INSC)

Coop
Game Room
Mailroom
Meeting Rooms
Student Organization Offices
Admissions Office
Centers

Lunt Café

Lunt is located in North Dorm in one of the furthest points northeast of the central campus area. As such,
it is viewed as an “up-campus” space and is not convenient for most students, especially residents of the
Haverford Campus apartments (HCA).
It is a café / lounge space, with a character described by students as variously “eclectic”, “very hipster”,
“like an indy club with a Starbuck’s attached.” The space is furnished with run-down couches and
decorated with wall graffiti, and works well because it is multi-functional – it serves as both a social space
and also a good place to work, read, etc. Hours are limited to evenings.
Primary uses are as a place for students to hang out, work and talk with friends. It also has a stage area for
concerts. As a smaller space (legal capacity less than 100), the feeling is very personal. Those who
frequent this space describe it as engendering a sense of community or connectedness.
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Zubrow Commons and Koshland INSC

The INSC has become a defacto student center,
especially the Zubrow Commons area (described as the
only “real common space”) for several reasons:





Zubrow is a big, open, airy space with large
windows and good natural light.
It is centrally located in a high traffic area within
the building. People have to walk through it or past
it in going from one side of the building to the
other, which increases the chances for random
encounters among students.
It is accessible 24 hours per day, with computer labs
and open classrooms nearby for studying, conforming to students’ highly nocturnal patterns.

Center for Peace and Global Citizenship Café

This café is a clean, crisp attractive space with modern
furnishings. Located in Stokes Hall, it is not on a natural
circulation path for most students, and not visibly
identifiable to people walking by the building. Its hours
are limited and although all are welcome, the clientele
tends to be primarily those affiliated with the Center for
Peace and Global Citizenship.

Dining Center

The Dining Center is perhaps the most social space on campus. It is the one place where that offers a
student a good prospect of running into people that he / she otherwise might not see.
As one of the few places that many (but not all) students
frequent on a regular basis, it is a good spot to announce
campus-wide events (e.g., a performance, a speech, etc.).
Students do this by banging on tables to get everyone’s
attention for an announcement.
Students who have left the meal plan do go to the Dining
Center on occasion, and it appears that their interests in
being there are as much social – i.e., missing opportunities
to connect with friends – as dining-related.
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Dining Center Basement

The Dining Center is a mix of many space types
and functions – academic (classrooms, writing
center), administrative (dining services
administrative offices and staff lounge), cocurricular (vocal practice, darkroom), and club /
organization (radio station, yearbook).
The overall quality of space is poor – dark and
depressing – and described as among the “saddest
spaces” at Haverford, although it could serve a
useful function as a secondary student space for
certain campus activities that do not need natural
light – e.g., rehearsal space, radio station, band
practice.
Functionally, there are few reasons for students to visit the Dining Center basement unless they are
involved in an activity specifically housed there. It is not a natural hang out space for anyone on campus.

Field House

The Field House serves important functions at
Haverford. It is the only space large enough to
accommodate Plenary and it is reportedly important
within its athletic division because of the indoor
track.
Its location, however, is a substantial problem
because it sits right in the heart of campus and
blocks significant view corridors and what would
otherwise be natural circulation routes between
lower and upper campus areas. The problem is
further exacerbated by the look and quality of the
exterior finish, which some described as a “tin can.”

Gardner Integrated Athletic Center (GIAC)

As the newest facility on campus, the GIAC is a
significant enhancement to the physical character of
the central campus area. The building has a large
bank of windows on the east side, which brings
natural light into the building and has the added
benefit of serving as a beacon when lit at night.
The facilities within – a state of the art fitness center
(weight room, squash courts, multi-purpose room,
etc.) – are consistent with today’s student expectations
for a fitness center. Other than some student
comments about occasional difficulties accessing
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multi-purpose rooms in this building, it is a highly regarded campus amenity.

Whitehead Campus Center

Whitehead serves as a home to a variety of spaces –
administrative offices, co-curricular and meeting
spaces, and campus common spaces. However,
relatively little of the building is geared toward student
community spaces. Primary student spaces are rooms
for the Honor Council and Students’ Council offices,
as well as the game room located in a far corner of the
building, difficult to locate and out of the public eye.
Although it is labeled as a campus center, it lacks
some of the basic elements of a modern campus center,
including, significantly, a central place to congregate.
The center of the building is occupied by a staircase, and there are no highly public, easily accessible
rooms where students or other members of the Haverford community would naturally gravitate to to hang
out out, meet up with friends, etc.
Further, while Whitehead is relatively centrally located on-campus, entrances are not situated for easy
access along natural traffic patterns. Visitors to
Whitehead would have to make a conscious effort to
stop there. Other than the mailboxes, the recently
renovated Coop café and – when open – the game room,
the building lacks a critical mass of activities that would
naturally generate traffic through the space.
The remodeled Coop offers a pleasant space to hang out
and is particularly convenient to HCA students. But it is
not open late at night or on weekends, when students
would use it most. The size, scale and acoustics of the
space also present challenges for mixing quiet and noisy
activities – e.g., it is not conducive to study or group meetings when people are watching the television in
the Coop.
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Party and Performance Space / Large Event
Spaces

Party Space
The only large party space at Haverford is the
Great Hall in Founders, which for many
reasons, does not serve this function well.




The ability to use this space is limited;
students must compete with other groups
and functions, even groups outside of the
College.
The fit-out is generally not appropriate for
student functions, which need to be in
spaces that are less formal, can handle some
amount of abuse, and that students can
make their own.

Performance space
Spaces that can accommodate student performances include Lunt Café, Stokes Lecture Hall, Marshall
Auditorium, and for some performances, Zubrow. Each of these spaces has challenges and limitations –
e.g., limited backstage, inadequate lighting, capacity that is too small or too large. (Student performances
are thought to attract anywhere from 75 to 300 attendees.)
The addition of a “black box” performance space on campus – because of its infinite flexibility – could
accommodate a wide range of student performances and relieve these other spaces of this burden.

Club and Organization Spaces

Haverford currently has approximately 70 to 80 clubs, with new clubs forming each semester. Club offices
are dispersed around campus (e.g., in the Dining Center basement, in Campus Center, etc.), creating a
number of problems around communication and coordination. For example, many clubs lack adequate
common spaces for students to come together in person to talk and conduct club business; in such cases,
meetings may end up in more private spaces (e.g., a student’s room or hall lounge), which are less
welcoming for students who are not already part of the club’s circle of participants.
Further, the dispersion of club activities makes coordination of various club events difficult – it is a
challenge to know what others are doing across campus – with the result that there may be major
scheduling conflicts among organizational events.
Finally, the lack of large spaces to accommodate club events means that organizations are sometimes
limited in the size of event they can host (e.g., ~10+ people), which runs counter to the idea of provding
opportunities for expansive inclusion of the Haverford community.
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Meeting Room Space

There is a critical need for more student-controlled meeting spaces – both dedicated spaces for a select
number of student organizations that require such space as well as shared meeting space for the
preponderance of groups who primarily need a “home base” locus for storage of club materials, access to
meeting rooms and production facilities, etc.
Groups that require dedicated spaces include, e.g.:




Honor Council – which has need for confidential meeting space
BICO, the joint student newspaper published with Bryn Mawr, which has no space on the Haverford
campus and needs group meeting space and a room for production
Student Council – which currently meets in the one of the back rooms of the Dining Center

Scheduling of meeting spaces is also an issue for students. With no central coordination, navigating the
scheduling process can be challenging. Athletic events, performance spaces, and rooms in the Whitehead
Campus Center are all scheduled by different entities on campus.

Information Communication

Lacking a central student activity space, much of the communication among students happens
electronically. Students view electronic communications (e.g., on-line message boards) as one acceptable
form of communication, but it is not a substitute for modes of personal interaction, particularly when it
comes to publicizing major events and topics of significant concern to students. There need to be places
where students can post big signs – e.g., “50 feet of brown paper” – and where they can set up information
booths and other means of exchanging information in person.

Summary
The spaces that function best are geared toward smaller activities or have a dedicated purpose, e.g.:
 Lunt and CPGC Cafés: for casual gatherings, hanging out, study
 Zubrow Commons: for studying
 GIAC: fitness.

The success of spaces that foster interactions among the community at-large is variable:
 Dining Center: a good gathering spot, but not all students go there
 Student organization spaces: too decentralized to promote interactions among groups, coordinate
scheduling, etc.
 Performance spaces: not sized properly, not available for dedicated student use
 Party spaces: not in sync with the type of party “raw party space” that students can make their own.
 Meeting rooms: hard to schedule; scattered around campus.

Most importantly, central congregating space is non-existent – there is no single high visibility,
comfortable place that welcomes all members of the Haverford community and serves as the “heart” of the
community.
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Section 3
“Student-Centered” Spaces – National Trends
Colleges and universities, particularly top-tier institutions where residential life is an integral part of the
educational experience, are increasingly focusing on enhancing campus life. Initiatives range from minor
improvements to existing student-oriented spaces, to major campus life development initiatives.
3.1 Student-Oriented Spaces Deconstructed

Student-oriented spaces and amenities can be deconstructed into the following categories:
 Central congregation space
 Food
 Technology
 Gathering places for informal socializing
 Entertainment / play
 Small group study / meeting spaces
 Student organization space
 Multi-purpose / performance spaces
 Specialty spaces
 Outdoor spaces
Descriptions of each type of space – key characteristics, their role in promoting community on campus, etc.
– are below.

Central Congregation Spaces
Central congregation space is often described as the “campus living room.” It is a highly public
congregating “crossroads” space somewhere along natural traffic patterns. For students, it is the “see and
be seen” space and the place where students can spend time between classes, reading or catching up with
friends.
It is typically in a central location on campus, and includes one or more elements that provide reasons for
students to visit frequently – e.g., food, coffee, mail / email kiosks, comfortable places to sit, wireless
connections, etc. In addition to spaces and furnishings that support informal socializing and individual
studying, oftentimes group study spaces are included proximate to the central space, increasing the critical
mass of student activity and imparting a sense of vitality and energy to the space. Such spaces are open
very late into the evening or, ideally, 24 hours.
A highly successful example of a “student-centered” central congregation space is the Atrium of the
Knobloch Campus Center at Davidson College. This building – an old gymnasium that was renovated in
2001 to become a five story, 122,000 square foot college union and performance space – is profiled on the
following page.
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Davidson College
Knobloch Campus Center
Central Congregation Space
Two elements: Alvarez College
Union and Duke Family
Performance Hall
Open to students around the
clock throughout the academic
year
Amenities arranged around a
large 3-story skylighted Atrium - popular gathering / meeting /
study local – reminiscent of a
village piazza
Readily accessible from the
Atrium:

Lounges

Union Café

Post office and copy center

Campus bookstore

Fitness center

Conference rooms and
multi-purpose room

Climbing wall

Campus services and
student organization offices

Information desk

Opportunities for Informal Encounters

Three Levels of Activity in the Atrium

Nooks for Informal Socializing

Central Congregating Space

Open Spaces with Good Visual Connections
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Fireplace Lounge / Study Space

Food
Food is the “edible equivalent” of the fireplace hearth – people are drawn to it and social gatherings, large
and small, happen naturally. Although campuses have vastly expanded the range of food options in recent
years, the lack of late night food options is still a significant student complaint on many residential
campuses. There should at least one (more if campus is large) food venue open very late to accommodate
students’ highly nocturnal schedules and activities – generally until 1am on weeknights and 2am or 3am on
weekends.
Food

Food

Brown University
Snack Bars & Café Carts
3 snack bars
 The Gate, Josiah’s and the Ivy
Room
 Open late (‘til 2am on most
nights)
 Serve different fare at each
location (e.g., pizza / deli
sandwiches / roll-ups, etc.)
 Strategically placed around
campus
Café carts with coffee and “lite” fare
in academic areas (library and CIT)

Pomona College
“Snack”
A campus tradition for
more than a decade and a
critical aspect of late night
student social life – “a
chance to socialize or
procrastinate on school
work.”
Operates Sunday through
Thursday nights from
10:30pm to 11:30pm
Free food (a range of snack
foods – e.g., nachos,
corndogs, pizzas, muffins)
All are welcome, but
campus location in the
heart of junior / senior
housing acknowledges it as
a perk for upperclass
students.

Technology
Despite the large number of students’ personal computers, there is usually strong
interest in a good computing center – with up-to-date software, high quality / high speed printers,
accessible late into the night. When designed appealingly and situated in high traffic areas, computing
centers often become quasi-social centers. On residential campuses, a well-located, well-lit computing
center can create a hub of activity and a feeling of energy late at night on campus, particularly if proximate
to late night food.
Computing Centers:

The availability of wireless access has freed students from study carrels in library, and
increasingly they seek “quasi-social / quasi-study” environments that combine Internet access, comfortable
places to study and access to coffee and light food.

Wireless:

Information Display: There is an increasing usage of plasma screens in central locations and around campus
to broadcast campus events and news.
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Gathering Places for Informal Socializing
Coffee houses and campus pubs are requirements of almost any residential campus today. The coffee
house serves a variety of functions – from providing a place to get a good cup of coffee and linger with
friends in “plush, comfy chairs” to serving as an informal performance venue for student-initiated
activities, outside bands, stand-up comedy acts, karaoke, etc.
Popular coffee houses are spaces that are not “overdone” or overly high-tech (although wireless is a must).
Furnishings are often second-hand and have a “funky, lived-in feel.” The coffee house should be situated
so that students can enter the space and assess what’s going on before determining whether to stay (in
student parlance, “check for friends without committing”). It should be open until 1am or 2am weeknights,
and later on weekends.
A campus pub or bar is a higher energy entertainment venue for students – a place to gather over drinks
(alcoholic or otherwise), hang out with friends, play darts, ping pong, pool, card games, etc.
Wellesley College
Punch’s Alley (Pub)
Friendly and lively atmosphere; “one of the
staples of social life at Wellesley” even for
people who can’t / don’t drink
Open early evening to midnight on weekdays;
1am Fridays and Saturdays
Regularly scheduled programs
 Musical performances, bands, Karaoke
 Comedy Club
 Movie nights
 Thursday “Office Hours” – staff and faculty
are invited – pizza served from 4pm to 6pm
 Senior Pub Night – beer for $1, only beer
and wine served, all bartenders are students,
very good about checking IDs for 21 and
over only
 Student organizations often rent out the pub
for a party

Washington University in St. Louis
Ursa’s Cafe (Coffee House)
This coffeehouse is home to Ursa’s Nite Life, a
student-run organization that promotes
inclusive entertainment.
Live musical or comedic performances and free
coffee on Friday nights; movies and free
popcorn on Thursday nights. Ursa’s also puts
on talent shows and trivia nights.
Weekday venue for wireless websurfing,
shooting pool, watching TV on the projection
screen, or just hanging out.
Adjoining fireside lounge offers a quiet place to
study.
Ursa’s food is managed by the university
dining services. Options include health fare
(wraps, etc.), Starbucks coffee, milkshakes,
smoothies and soft pretzels, and special deals
on pastries.
Always open until 1am.
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Wellesley College
Café Hoop (Coffee House)
Student run co-op
Relaxed atmosphere
Popular campus hang-out
Conducive to late-night snacking, talking,
studying
Open Sun-Thurs: 3pm-midnight; Fri-Sat:
3pm-2am
Serves coffee / tea / lite fare, e.g., nachos,
bagels, quesadillas
The only place to get food on campus
after 10pm.
Feeling is described as “cave-like”
Markers and paints are provided to
write on walls, which are filling up with
graffiti and artwork
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Entertainment / Play
On small residential campuses, a variety of entertainment / play spaces provides places for students to
“blow off steam” and decompress from studying. Options vary by campus as to types of spaces and which
are centralized vs. dispersed, e.g.: movie theatre, bowling alley, etc.
One of the most popular spaces is the game room – typically fit-out
with pool tables, ping pong, video arcade games, darts, etc. The game
room should occupy a high visibility location in / near central
congregation space.
Dedicated party space provides a place for socials, dances and other
student-directed events. Typically this space is “raw” or highly
unfinished, so that students can make it their own by decorating and
arranging it for each event. The unfinished quality also minimizes
“wear and tear” issues that come with student parties.

Small Group Study / Meeting Spaces
Small meeting spaces – typically accommodating 4 to 8 students – provide venues for group study
activities as well as meeting and conferencing spaces for student organizations and general student use.
These spaces typically have “study friendly”
accoutrements – warm lighting, good work surfaces,
comfortable chairs, computers, projector, cable hookups,
etc. Location is often near other activity space, but the
rooms have walls and a door to provide privacy and
contain noise. (Large expanses of glass permit visual
connection to other activity spaces while still providing
acoustical separation.)
Where possible, spaces are available on a 24 hour basis,
and some portion of these spaces are often available for
student usage on a reservation basis.

Student Organization Space
On most campuses, there is a need for two types of student organization space: (1) dedicated space for a
limited number of permanent, high profile, and / or space intensive clubs (e.g., the student newspaper,
yearbook, radio station, etc.), and (2) a combination of individual storage and shared office / meeting /
workspace for all other clubs and organizations.
Shared office spaces may follow a “hotelling” concept, where a club reserves the office for use for a
specified period of time, meeting a wide range of student organizations’ office needs without providing a
large amount of shared space that may go unused most of the time. Meeting rooms that are dedicated in
student organization “suites” are typically small to mid-size, with needs for large meeting spaces
accommodated in large meeting rooms more generally accessible elsewhere.
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Production facilities include access to copiers, computers, and other functions along the model of a
Kinko’s or other office support establishment.
Multi-Purpose / Performance Spaces
High quality campuses performance venues typically fall under an academic department or area, with
student-run performances having limited access to such facilities. Performance space needs for student-run
activities include:



student-run campus events such as movies, forums, showcases
or more formal events such as lectures
impromptu or weekend performances of student bands, poetry
readings, etc.

A number of student-centered spaces can meet needs for various
student performances, including informal performance space
associated with a coffee house, pub or raw party spaces (described
above), multi-purpose rooms, and small to mid-size theatres.

Specialty Spaces
The need for specialty spaces varies by campus. Among the more frequently planned spaces are :





Music practice rooms
Spaces for student art work
Student radio station
Exercise room / fitness spaces

These are often provided opportunistically as space in a new student-centered building is available.

Outdoor Spaces
Although especially attractive in warmer climates, outdoor spaces are desirable even in colder climates
because of flexibility they provide to extend student-centered activities beyond the building, particularly
when the transition between inside and outdoors is seamless – through the use of French doors, large
expanses of glass, etc. In warmer months, the presence of students and others hanging out in outside
spaces adds energy and vitality to the campus. Student-centered outdoor spaces range from obvious
natural extensions of a building – patios, outdoor cafés, etc. – to party and play spaces – outdoor fireplaces,
barbeque pits, picnic areas, and places for light sports activities (e.g., sand volleyball courts).
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3.2 Major Initiatives – College Towns and Main Streets

In addition to expanding the range of student-oriented spaces, many campuses are organizing these spaces
strategically to create “College Towns” or “Main Streets.” These developments borrow planning
principles and models from successful urban / community-focused living experiences to
College Towns
create areas of campus that offer an interesting mix of places to work, study and play.
at Institutions
Large
and Small
Institutions large and small are engaged in these new initiatives. The sidebar identifies a
few recent examples – most of which are larger institutions. The experience at one
smaller institution – Hamilton College – is profiled below.
Case Study: Hamilton College’s Main Street – “Martin’s Way”

The idea for Martin’s Way was to create a Main Street by reinforcing and enhancing an
already existing walkway that was a central pedestrian spine through campus.
Principle concepts for Martin’s Way
Focuses pedestrian circulation to create kinetic energy and heighten the sense of activity
on campus and creates places to “see and be seen”, opportunities for informal meetings,
public “people watching”, e.g.:
 Patio and picnic tables in front of Commons Dining Hall
 Use of glass to make indoor activity viewable from the street
 Coffee houses and other hang out spots dot the street

ELS
Student Activities Offices

Athletic Complex
 Outing Club equipment
checkout
 Climbing wall
 Juice bar

Café Opus
MA I N S T
RE

University of Pennsylvania
Sansom Commons and
revitalization of
40th Street corridor
10,000 undergrad; 9,200 grad
Johns Hopkins University
Charles Village associated with
development of the new upper
class housing project –
Charles Commons
4,200 ugrad; 1,600 grad
University of Cincinnati
“Main Street” in
the center of campus
19,200 ugrad; 16,000 grad

Beinecke Village
 Diner
 Post Office
 The Barn
 Computer Lounge
 Mezzanine
 The Annex
 Women’s Center
 The Little Pub
 Game Room

Case Western
Reserve University
Main Street between
North and Central campuses
3,700 undergrad; 5,700 grad

Texas Christian University
Campus Commons, including
new sophomore and upper class
housing, new student center,
campus pavilions, etc.
7,000 ugrad; 1,000 grad

ET
MAR

T I N ’ S WAY

Library

Hamilton College
Martin’s Way
1,800 ugrad

Coffee House
Dining
Commons

Bristol Center
Bundy Dining Hall
Potential party space

Bookstore
Meeting rooms
Pool room
Basement offices
Lounges

Hamilton College Main Street – Martin’s Way

It is analogized to a mall in the sense that “anchor tenants” are the Science Center and Library at ends of
street, with the Beinecke Student Center in the middle. These spaces reliably generate traffic along
Martin’s Way. Like a mall, some of the space between the anchors will be successful, while others may
not and can be changed out over time. By “refreshing” spaces over time, students are offered choice and
variety while still focusing activities into a central part of campus to maintain energy and a sense of
community.
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Section 4
Conceptual Program for a New Center of Community Life at Haverford
Section 4. 1 Project Concept and Philosophy

Project Concept
Haverford should create a set of spaces and functions in a central part of campus that will become a high
profile, identifiable center of student and community life at Haverford.
Philosophical Basis for the Project
The philosophy that underpins this proposed student-centered community space derives directly from some
of the key principles of Haverford’s Honor Code. Specifically, it is rooted in the Honor Code’s themes of
community and communication:
The Honor Code



Learning from one another



Seeking mutual understanding



Engaging others in dialogue



Encouraging respectful conduct
to create atmospheres conducive
to learning and growing.

As Haverford students, we seek an environment in which members of a
diverse student body can live together, interact, and learn from one
another in ways that protect both personal freedom and community
standards. If a diverse community is to prosper, its members must
attempt to come to terms with their differences; this goal is only possible
if students seek mutual understanding by means of respectful
communication. By holding us accountable for our words and actions,
the Honor Code acts as an educational tool, instructing us to resolve
conflicts by engaging others in dialogues that yield greater awareness
for all parties involved. By encouraging respectful conduct, we hope to
create an atmosphere conducive to learning and growing.

With community and communication
being philosophical drivers of the
program, physical spaces are
intended to provide venues that
The Haverford Honor Code
support opportunities for creative
Article III of the Students’ Association Constitution
Preamble
discourse – formal and informal,
among all members of the
community. Creation of such spaces,
if successful, will also address shortcomings of existing co-curricular / extra-curricular spaces, such as the
isolation and poor communication associated with disaggregated social spaces, the “imbalance” between
electronic and interpersonal campus dialogue, etc.
Naming this space to appropriately reflect its themes is a topic for campus discussion. For purposes of this
program, however, since one of the primary functions of this space is to serve as a central place of meeting
or congregating, the working name is the “Meeting Center.”
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Section 4. 2 Guiding Principles – 5 Touchstones for the Meeting Center

Guiding principles are the overarching directives for planning and developing the Meeting Center space.
As a whole, they will set the tone for the space in terms of how it feels and functions, and what “macro
characteristics” it should have to ensure that it is a welcoming space.

Principle 1
The Meeting Center should be conceived of as the “town center” or focal point around which
student life at Haverford is organized.

The Meeting Center should be geared to academic, co-curricular, social and recreational interests and
development needs of students, although it should provide a welcoming environment for all members of
and visitors to the Haverford community.
It should include complement of physical characteristics and accommodate a variety of activities and
spaces to make it a vibrant and interesting place to be weekdays, weeknights and weekends, e.g.:






Social spots for congregating
Visual stimulation through interesting architectural design
Interesting places to work, study and play
Quiet places for repose and reflection
A place for students to go with an expectation of finding others when they have time between classes

Hours of operation for key student life activities and spaces should be in sync with student patterns –
generally until 1am or later on weeknights and 2am or 3am on weekends, or where possible, 24 / 7.

Principle 2
Spaces and functions should be conceived and located to make the Meeting Center a “natural
draw” for the community.

The Meeting Center should be in a central campus location, situated along natural traffic patterns, with
highly visible building entrances, well-marked and located for easy access.
It should contain high traffic spaces that students want / need to visit or pass through every day (e.g.,
mailroom, email stations), and central public congregation space that generates a critical mass of activity
and a sense of energy.
There should be spaces that provide opportunities for students to “see and be seen”, to have serendipitous
and chance interactions with other students, to share and exchange information about events on campus.
Spaces should be designed to allow things to happen organically, rather than in a highly planned or
structured way.
Capture opportunities to create interesting outdoor spaces for socializing, recreation, reflection and repose
(e.g., outdoor parties, quiet gardens) wherever possible.
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Principle 3
Architectural design, materials and furnishings should be appropriate to the types and functions
of spaces created.

The design should be user-friendly and at a human scale, and spaces should be furnished to be inviting,
welcoming and comfortable.
The building should support the ubiquitous use of technology (e.g., fully wireless, liberal provision of
electrical outlets for “plugging in”) without technology overshadowing the focus on interpersonal
communications.

Principle 4
Light – natural and artificial – should be an important design element.

Great consideration should be given to opportunities for incorporating natural
light into the Meeting Center, particularly in spaces that are intended to be
highly public, high traffic areas. Active student spaces should be easily
visible both day and night (e.g., well lit spaces that draw people in, are
kinetic, and create a sense of activity / excitement).

Principle 5
Food should be used strategically as a tool for community building, particularly to provide
opportunities and venues for student socializing late into the night and on weekends.

Food should be available in a relaxed atmosphere that encourages lingering and conversation, e.g., coffee
house / café / fun food (ice cream, pizza, etc.). It is particularly important to have late night / weekend
hang out spots with food available well into the early morning to be in sync with student schedules. To the
extent possible, food options should be tied to the meal plan to encourage as many students as possible to
use the Meeting Center on a regular basis.
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Section 4. 3 Program Elements

Overview of Meeting Center Functions and Proposed Spaces
As the diagram below shows, the Meeting Center is intended to serve six broad functions.

Support

Academic /
Study

Entertainment
Congregation &
Communication

Service

Food

Congregation and Communication. Includes formal and informal meeting places, hang out spots, places

to disseminate and obtain information about campus events.
Food. Places to obtain a range of foods – coffee, light snacks, sandwiches, fun food (e.g., pizza, ice cream,

etc.), with wide availability during the day and evening.
Service. Primarily student organization office, meeting and work spaces.
Academic / Study. Spaces to support student academic work – e.g., computing facilities, group study

rooms, etc. – as well as academic and co-curricular spaces that are consistent with the basic themes of the
Meeting Center – i.e., the notion of engaging others in dialogue, seeking mutual understanding in subject
areas of global significance, etc.
Entertainment. A wide array of places for students to relax, socialize, perform, party, etc.

Support. Spaces to support the daily needs of students and other users of the Meeting Center (e.g., email
kiosks, convenience retail).
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The matrix below shows the spaces proposed for the Meeting Center and the function or functions that
each space would serve. The matrix format illustrates two important points about these spaces and
functions:
1.
2.

In the case of some functions, a variety of spaces are proposed to meet it. For example, the need for
study space will be met in the campus living room, the café / coffee house, group study rooms, and the
computing center.
Conversely, many of the individual spaces will serve more than one function. In the case of the café /
coffee house, for example, it will serve as community and congregation space, a place to get food, an
entertainment space, as well as a place for studying.

Such is the nature of modern student-centered spaces, which are intended to be porous and organic in their
design and use.

Meeting Center Spaces and Functions Served
Communication
& Congregation

Food

Service

Entertainment

Academic /
Study

Support

Living Room
Café / Coffee House
Student Organization
Office & Support
Spaces
Academic / CoCurricular Centers
Meeting Rooms /
Multi-Purpose Space
Group Study
Blackbox Theatre
Pub
TV Room
Game Room
Party Space
Information Kiosk
Computing Center
Email Stations
Mail / Post Office
Convenience Services
Bookstore

Each of the proposed spaces is described at a conceptual level on the following pages.
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Campus Living Room









The campus living is a primary congregating and hang out spot in the Meeting Center. It should have
a homey feeling , like “a living room in someone’s home, only bigger.”
Furnishings should be comfortable and should convey the feeling that they are there to be used rather
than admired. There should be a mix of couches, comfortable arm chairs, coffee tables, etc., and
students should be able to move the furnishings easily to create different groupings.
To accommodate student studying, the space should also include large library-type tables where
individual students can spread out their work, or work together in groups.
Configuration should include semi-private nooks or rooms that provide quieter study opportunities
without being totally separated from others in the room. If study rooms are included, there should be
adequate use of class to preserve visual connections with the main part of the campus living room.
To the extent possible, the campus living room should be visually connected to other high profile
Meeting Center functions – food / café, group meeting space, student organization spaces, TV lounge.

Café / Coffee House







The Café should be in a high profile public space, preferably close to campus living room. Fare
should be light food – sandwiches, baked goods, pizza, snacks (Model: Starbuck’s, Lunt), and it
could be a student run operation like Lunt.
It should be open throughout the day until very late at night. During the day, would be a gathering
place for informal socializing, a place to get a good cup of coffee or tea and linger with friends, to
have informal meetings, etc. In the evening and on weekends it could double as a casual performance
space to accommodate outside bands, readings, comedy acts, etc.
Possible accoutrements: public computers, tables and equipment for games (cards, pool, ping pong –
depending on where and how the game room function is met), small stage, good sound system, etc.

Student Organization Spaces









Most organizations would benefit from being aggregated in a central location; a space that would
become a hub of activity for clubs and organizations. This hub should combine dedicated office space
for certain groups, and a home base with dedicated storage and shared workspaces for the
preponderance of groups.
Students would develop criteria for determining whether a group warrants dedicated or shared space.
Initial criteria suggested by students to justify the need for dedicated office space include: (1) physical
space needs that cannot be addressed by storage alone (e.g., Yearbook) or (2) need for privacy (e.g.,
certain affinity groups). Student Government would clearly have a set of dedicated office spaces.
Student organization space does not have to be front and center in the Meeting Center, but ideally it
would have at least some visual connection to the main activities occurring in the Center to help
highlight activities of various organizations and to facilitate student involvement. It should be easy for
students to casually wander into the organizational area to check out what’s going on with various
groups.
Shared workspaces that would be available to all clubs that do not have dedicated space would
include: an office support area with “hotelling” carrels –work spaces that can be reserved for club
usage – as well as print and production facilities (e.g., computer workstations, access to high quality,
high speed printers, copiers and other current technologies) along the lines of a Kinko’s for making
flyers, banners, and the like. Such a facility will need staffing to maintain equipment, handle room
reservations, etc.
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Bringing most student organizations together in a central hub on campus also provides an opportunity
to include some interesting amenities that can highlight the work of different organizations, e.g.:


A place to showcase activities / events of student organizations



A place to host meetings / discussions – e.g., a forum space where students could meet to share
ideas and opinions



Access to cable television



A joint library (many groups – e.g., SAGA, Women’s Center – already have them) that would
make club resources more widely available to the community. Possibilities for grouping resources
thematically by type of organization (e.g., a section of the library or reading room dedicated to
political organizations), which could facilitate communication / interaction among organizations,
should be explored.

Academic / Co-Curricular Centers







Certain existing centers (e.g., Writing Center) are natural candidates for a location in the Meeting
Center. Other centers, both co-curricular and academic in nature, may be appropriate, depending on
content and available space and should be determined by the normal means of discussion and
discourse within the Haverford community.
For example, the activities of the Center for Peace and Global Citizenship are consistent with the basic
themes and guiding principles of the Meeting Center:


academic and service learning



communication and exchange of information among all members of the Haverford community

 outreach beyond Haverford.
Space requirements of these Centers would generally include office space (some dedicated / some
shared), workspace and administrative support space.

Meeting Rooms / Multi-Purpose Space
Group Study / Small Meeting Rooms





These rooms should be sized to accommodate 4 to 8 students for study groups, small meetings, etc.,
and should be fit out with a seminar table, white board space, Internet connections and flat screen TV
(for projection).
Ideally a number of group study rooms would be located near or on the perimeter of the campus living
room, with large expanses of glass to maintain visual connections to the central public area.

Mid-Size and Large Meeting Rooms / Multi-Purpose Space



There should be rooms in a range of sizes to accommodate a variety of meeting conditions. The exact
number and mix of rooms by size would be determined through further analysis, but generally the
room sizes would be in the following ranges:





Mid-size: 15 to 40 seats

 Large: 40 to 80 seats
Intended uses for these rooms would include club meetings, quiet activities (e.g., meetings of spiritual
/ religious organizations), “light fitness” activities (e.g., yoga), forums and workshops, etc.
Some should be fit out to accommodate special uses, e.g.:


A practice room for informal music groups, which would include a piano
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A room to accommodate theatre and dance practices (unfurnished, lightly furnished, or with
adequate space nearby for temporary to furniture storage)
All rooms should be dedicated to student uses and available late into the evening.

Blackbox Theatre / Performance Space






There is need for another performance space on campus to supplement Lunt Café and the ad hoc use
of Zubrow for theatre and other functions.
This space would be distinct from informal performance spaces that could be available in multipurpose rooms and in the café and pub, and would accommodate larger programmed student events,
e.g.:


Student a capella groups (now held in Dining Center)



Improv groups

 Student theatre productions
Character / configuration and fit-out would be “black box”


Flat floor theatre space with moveable seating configurable for a wide range of performance
formats



Sized to accommodate ~100 to 150 seats (theatre-style)



Fit-out with appropriate power to accommodate necessary lighting grids and sound systems.



Because this would be a student co-curricular / extra-curricular space (i.e., not intended for
regular use for academically-related performance activities), it would have a more informal in feel
than the main stage space in Marshall.

Other Entertainment Spaces
Pub / Bar






The space would be configured as a traditional pub (bar, seating areas, small performance space, pool
and ping pong tables, etc.) with a lively atmosphere.
It would be primarily an evening venue, with extended hours on the weekends and would be an
alternative hang out to the café – a higher energy space geared primarily toward socializing rather than
studying and quiet conversation. Activities might include:


Student and outside bands



Karaoke

 Comedy
With appropriate policies, it could serve both alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages to appeal to all
students, and could provide an “adult environment” for informal student / faculty / staff interactions.
Possible model: Wellesley’s “office hours” on Thursday – where faculty and staff are invited to join
students in late afternoon pizza.

TV Room



A place for “communal TV watching”, e.g.:


Sporting events



Political events
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Major news stories

 “Event TV” shows
It should be proximate to campus living room, but away from “quiet zones” (study spaces, etc.) so as
not to disturb normal conversational activity in the living room.

Game Room





Relocate the existing game room from Whitehead Campus Center to a high visibility location in the
Meeting Center, and fit-out with traditional game room activities – pool tables, ping pong, video
arcade, Dance Dance Revolution, etc.
The space should be open daytime until late in the evening.

Party Space



Party space should be relatively unfinished and unfurnished so that students can plan a wide range of
social events and tailor space to the needs of each event. This could be a space wholly dedicated to
party functions or it could be one use of a multi-purpose room.

Information / Technology
Information Kiosk



Somewhere in a central location in the Meeting Center, there should be a permanent space that
provides for both physical (e.g., posters, banners, etc.) and electronic display of information relevant
to the Haverford community. This could also be a place for dissemination of tickets, passes, and other
items to students. In such case, it would require periodic or regular staffing.

Email Stations and Computing “Convenience” Center




Email checking stations should be in several locations around the Meeting Center for convenience and
to provide reasons for students to pass through periodically during the day.
Full computing labs are available on campus, but the Meeting Center should have a computing cluster
which would allow a student to work for a short period of time (e.g., quick edits / updates to work) and
to print things out on high-speed, high quality printers.

Support Spaces






Certain support spaces such as student mailboxes and the mailroom / post office are important to
include in the Meeting Center to serve as a draw to attract students.
To the extent that space permits, inclusion of “convenience services” (e.g., video rental, a convenience
store, sports equipment rental, etc.) can enhance the attractiveness of the facility and obviate the need
for students to leave the campus for basic services. At the time of detailed planning for the Meeting
Center, a review of services currently existing on campus and needs identified by students should be
undertaken.
Inclusion of the bookstore in the Meeting Center is discretionary. Although it will enhance the overall
experience of the facility, and is certainly a compatible use, space and financial considerations need to
be considered as well.
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Section 4. 4 Locational Considerations

By definition, a Meeting Center is most effective when it is located in the heart of campus activity, and is
accessible along the natural flow of campus traffic. The area around Ryan Gym – much discussed as a
possibility for a new student-centered space – is a logical location for the Meeting Center, both by virtue of
its central location as well as its symbolic location opposite Founders – which creates the dynamic of
anchoring two sides of the Green as well as symbolically connecting the administration and students.
Whether Ryan itself is amenable to conversion or adaptation as a campus center requires architectural
study, but certainly there is a proud tradition of “old gymnasium” conversions on many campuses (e.g.,
Davidson, Bowdoin). Further, if the area where the Field House is currently located becomes a future
development site (e.g., if the Field House is moved), then the possibilities for additional development to
create a “town center” in the heart of campus makes the Ryan area even more attractive.
It should be noted, however, that the program concepts advanced here are entirely independent of a
specific building or a specific site. Once Haverford makes the determination to move forward, this
program can be test-fit against any number of building and site options.
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